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Koren Center Dedicated;
Facility Enhances Library
by Randy Donatelli

The M. Robert Koren Center
For Clinical Legal Education was
officially dedicated on Friday, Oc
tober 5, 1984. Located on the li
brary's fifth floor, the five room
facility provides students with
the opportunity to utilize vid
eotape apparatus to improve oral
advocacy skills. The Ia·r gest ofthe
five rooms can be used as a
courtroom and has space for
spectators.
Dean Headrick hosted the cere
mony which was attended by
fifty guests, including law school
professors and local attorneys.
The Dean praised Mr. Koren for
his lengthy and distinguished
record of service to the school
and for "quiet, effective and re
sponsible accomplishments."
M. Robert Koren, a prominent
local attorney, is a member of the
U.S. Council and became chair-

·
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Greiner Capitulates on
Dean Search Demand
The Opinion has learned that Provost William R. Greiner
has capitulated to demands that he include more than one
law student on the Dean Search Committee. As reported in
the last edition of The Opinion, Grein~r had intended to
place only one student on the committee . (Refer to SBA
article in this issue, page 4.)

man in 1981 by appointment
from former Gov. Hugh Carey.
Mr. Koren has received Distin
guished Alumnus awards from
both the University and _the U.B.

photo by Victor R. Siclari

Law School Alumni Association.
Acting Library Director Ellen
Gibson described the Center as

In an interview with Student Bar Association President
Richard Gottlieb, The Opinion was informed of the follow
ing : 1) Two full-voting ~tudents will be appointed to the
Dean Search Committee by Greiner. 2) Greiner will select
those students from a list of four students chosen by the
SBA Board of Directors.
The SBA has presented the list to Greiner in -ranked order.
The students are, in order of SBA preference : 1) First year
student Greg Jackson, 2) Third year student Steve Wickmark,
3) Second year student Nancy Barshter, and 4) Second year
student Joe Rifkin . The selection of these four students was
based on interviews conducted by the Board of Directors of
the SBA.
,

Mr,2,t£ourt Competition Is Proceeding Smoothly
Approximately fifty teams of
two students each are. participating in this year's Charles S. Desmond Moot Court Competition .
Each team has until nextWednesday (October 15) t6 complete the
legal brief on this year's problem.
The brief writing exerdse is the
first half of the Moot Court Competition. Oral ,arguments comtnence November 5.
.
Th e 1984 probl em mvo 1ves a
. .
. th
ca bl e t eIev,sion company m e
Symbol ·ically named State of Orwell. The State government (led
'
neediess t o say, b y Governor
Brothers) is requiring the cable
company to provide four public
access channels. In a related
case, the FCC is requiring all
cable companies to provide publie access channels to police
them for pornography. The cable
company is challariging both the
state law and the FCC regulation.
Competition teams may choose
to write briefs ·either taking the
cable company's position or defending the state and the FCC.
The Moot Court Board's efforts

rou nd-s ~•II take_ place ~ve~ a
th ree night period beg•~ning
Mo nd a~, ~o~ember 5· Fifteen
ro~m_s m O Brian Hall and nearby

On Thursday night, the four
qua_rter-final rounds take place in
O'Brian Hall. The winners (base.d
exclusively on the oral argument
score) go on to the semi-finals
the next night and the finals on
Saturdi,y afternoon .

buildings have been reserved for
th e arguments.
.
Pan_
els of ~hree tc_> f~ve local attor~eys and Judges will act as t~e
Presiding over the panel of
U mt ~ d St at es Supreme Cou rt · in
th
nd
hearing th e arguments. Over 4oo judges in e final rou
will be
volunteer attorneys are needed Charles S. Desmond, namesake
of the competition and former
I Most have
to staff these panes.
. .
d .
h . D
d . Chief Judge of the New York
esmon
partIcIpate
m t e
••
State Court of Appeals. His fellow
CompetItIo_n before and m_any are
I
E
ht
II
U/B a umm. ac. earn w, argue panelists include Judge Machew
a total of three times (once each Jason, currently servin•g on the

night), and will argue a position
opposite to that which they took
in their brief at least once. Par
ticipants will be rated by the
panel individually, and will be
scored depending on the effec
tiveness of their advocacy, not on
whether the panelist agrees with
the legal p_
o sition advocated.
The two ope_osing teams will
split an hour of "court time" to
make their presentation. Student
Moot Court Board members will
act as court clerks and keep time.
Afterwards, the panelist will
to assure that plenty of research
score the participants, and may
material is available in the library
offer comments on the process.
seems to be paying off. "We've
There will be two rounds of argu
had very few problems so far,"
ments on each night of the pre
said Mary Aramini, Board Direc
liminaries, one beginning at 7 :00
tor, after the brief writing period
pm and the second beginning
was half over. Like ·other Moot
at 9:00. Visitors are welcome.
·Court contests that are set in a
After the final round of prelimifictitious . state, most of the re
search material involves federal nary arguments on Wednesday
night; November 7, all participcases and statutes.
At the completion of the brief ants repair to the Scotch and Sirwriting phase, all the briefs will loin for serious relaxation while
be available for examination in the Moot Court tabulates the last
the · Moot Court offices. This al scores. At ttiat trme the eight
lows·participants to examine op teams who will go to the quarter
posing briefs before the oral ar finals will be designated. Winguments begin. At that time, the ning scores are based 40% on the
'Treasurer of the Moot Court team's brief and 60% on the reBoard, Steven Berkowitz, will suits· of the oral arguments, The
hold a workshop to go over the team pairing for the elimination
details of the oral argument ses rounds is traditionally done by a
seeding system, similar to a ten sions.
The preliminary oral_argument nis match.

Court of Appeals; Michael Dillon,
Chief Judge ofthe Fourth Department Appellate Division of Supreme Court; Delores Denman,
another
Fourth . Department
Judge; and Thomas Headrick,
Dean of the Law School. The final
round is scheduled for 2:00 in the
Moot Courtroom .
All the elimination rounds are
open to the public. First year stu- .
d
h
b .
d
ents w o may e mtereste in
· ·
·
·
oesmond
part1c1patmg m the
next year are especially urged to
attend . As a further inducement,

there will be a cocktail party in
the faculty lounge following the
final round and all in attendance
are invited.
On Saturday evening, No
vember 10, there will be an
awards banquet held at the Syracuse Restaurant, sponsored by
the U/ B Law School Alumni Association. There. is no admission
charge for participa'n ts and
clerks At that t·m th
. f'
.
I e,
e semi- ma 1
and f i' nal round a
d
. b
war s wi 11 e
t d
.
11
presen e , as we as spec1a 1
awards for the top five briefs and
oral arguments.

Legislative Aide Speaks
on Lobbying Tactics
by Victor R. Siclari

2,000-3,000 votes are cast each
year.
On October 3, 1984, Richard
Lobbyists are integrally related
Tobe, legislative aide to New
York Assemblyman William B. to this process, according to
Hoyt (D-L, 144th District-Erie Tobe. They provide the expertise
and pressure in drafting the
County), was guest speaker at an
informal bt>x luncheon spon "ideal bill ." However, Tobe uses
sored by The Jaeckle Center for the term with some sense of re
luctance because no bill is ideal
State and Local Government
Law. It was . the first of many per se. Instead, the success of a
hour-long luncheons to be held · bill depends upon the ability of
in the Law Faculty Lounge, Rm . the legislatures to accommodate
the conflicting interests of
545.
lobbyists.
Richard Tobe, a U/ B Law alum
Tobe points out that the legis
nus, spoke about lobbying in the
lature must first identify the
state legislative arena as law
group they must pacify. Often,
school Dean Thomas E. Headrick,
several law professors and about trying to sneak by a bill which
affects certain groups backfires
ten students listened on and di
rectly participated in the presen and causes a standstill. Instead,
he recommends the better goal
tation by questioning Tobe about
of involving the lobby groups in
their areas of interest.
Working in Albany since 1974, the process from the start.
Tobe has been involved in 59
Exchange of information be
bill~ 'which have beoome law. He tween the legislature and lobby
ists is mut~ally beneficial, says
described the legislative process
as one in which 150 assembly Tobe. It allows a fast access of
information to the legislature
· men and 61 senators meet in
two-year sessions. During the and lets the lobbyists know more
period, approximately ~12,000 about the bill so they have a bet
bills are introduced and about ter picture of it. Most impor-

tantly, the lobbyists function as
adversaries to one another
thereby placing the legislature in
much the same_position as a jury
or judge, deciding which lobby
group has the argument with the
most merit.
Because of the importance
lobby groups play in the legisla
tive process, every division of the
state government (city, county,
town, village and school district)
has a lobby group. Most promi
nent is the lobby group which
represents New York City. It is
staffed with five full -time profes
sional people who have direct ac
cess to many legislators. The as
sociation of counties is another
strong lobby group. Tobe points
out that these lobbyists often
earn their cost of office simply
by the savings in the bills they
block.
Once Tobe was finished with
his preliminary presentation, he
opened up the floor to questions
from the audience. Following ere
the questions asked and Tobe's
re·sponses in paraphrased form.
continued on page 6
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Editorial:

Business.as Usual
Once again, cries for adequate student representation in
the administrative decision making process ring out within
these hallowed halls of the Law School. The Student Bar As- ·
sociation (SBA) has now raised its banner in the wake of Dean
Thomas E. Headrick's announced resignation. Our student
leaders have, apparently successfully, petitioned University
Provost William R. Greiner to place two student representatives·, rather than 1·ust one, on the Dean Search Committee.
Those students will have status equal to that of the faculty
and staff members of the Committee. The SBA Board of Di rectors has argued that students will provide valuable input into
the dean selection process . They cite a need for student interests to be recognized and to play a role when the decision
is made as to who will guide the Law School in the years to
come.
While we admire the SBA Board of Directors for its quick
and seemingly successful action in .this matter, we question·
both the procedure utilized for selecting student representa -

by Randy Donatelli
and Robert Marc Bursky

Much ado has beel"l made in
recent years about a supposed
antiquation of an institution as
old as the Constitution itself the electoral college. Calls for re
form have been urged by
idealogues favoring direct de
mocracy as a matter of principle,
professing it to be a more equit
able manner of electing Presi
dents, and groups typically as
sociated with urban life standing
to profit most from a change in
the current system .
Arguments against retention
of the electoral college almost al
ways have as their foundation
the moral principle of fairness. It
is unfortunate that such posi
tions are not cognizant of the
traditional role played by the col 
lege in ensuring fafrness in Pres
idential elections, by preserving
the essential nature of our fed
er~I system, and giving voice to
a variety of interests otherwise
in· danger of de facto disen
franchisement.
In each election year since
1960 there have been 538 elec
toral votes. This total is com-

puted by adding the number of
U.S. Senators and Represer:,ta tives, plus three. there are two
Senators for each of the fifty
states ; House membership is set
at 435 by federal statute ; and the
District of Columbia, pursuant to
the Twe.n ty-third Amendment, is
entitled to a number of electoral
votes not e>eceeding th e number
assigned to th e st ate wi th feweS t
electoral votes.
tives to the Dean Search Committee and how relevant their
Tbe number of electoral votes
input will be .
in e~ch state is the aggregate of
The four potential student members of theCommittee were its u.~.. Senators and Represent
chosen based on interviews conducted from October 15 atives, with the decennial census
through October 17 by various members of the SBA Board of determining each state's allot
Directors. These interviews were held during the same time ment of U.S. Representatives.
period that interviews for other positions on SBA committees This system gives the less popu
were conducted . While there were several signs posted lous states significantly more
around the Law School seeking applicants for the SBA com - electoral votes per capita . than
mittee5 in general, none specifically stated that the Dean
Search Committee interviews would also be held at those
times . The only places where it was advertised that the inter
views would be conducted the week of Octobe.r 15 was in the
"Preparing young people for
final paragraph of an article published in the October 9, 1984
global ressponsiblilty" is the
edition of The Opinion, and notices on the SBA office door
theme of the Eighth Annual
and SBA bulletin board . It seems that this procedure could
Statewide law-related Education
have been better publicized. In addition, though we recognize Conference, to be conducted Oc
the need for speed and organized student action in this matter, tober 24-26 at the Concord Hotel
we question the SBA's monopolization of the selection pro in Kiamesha lake.
cess. It is understood that the twenty-two students comprising
The conference, a joint project
the SBA Board of Directors are responsible for representing of the New York State Bar Associ 
all eight hundred law students with respect to relations with ation (NYSBA) and the New York
·the University and Law School Administrations. One can won  State Education Department, will
der, however, whether the somewhat clandestine and bring together educators, law en
monopolized choices made were more a result of getting the forcement officials, lawyers and
"right" people on the committee rather than from any interest legislators from around the state.
"Law-related education prog
in assuring student representation in general. It would seem
rams illustrate how court deci
that the least the SBA could have done was to publicize its sions have enlarged basic free
criteria for selecting its student choices for the committee and aoms, how police duties collide
then to state why it chose the students it did select.
with personal rights, and how the
This leads into our second problem with the Dean Search battle to achieve 'law an<:I order'
Committee which is a concern directed towards the University clashes with individual free
and Law School Administrations. Facing reality, having two doll)s," noted Edward B. Flink of
students on the committee which will consi~t of a total of Albany, chair of the bar's Com
eleven individuals, regardless of those students' views, is not mittee on Citizenship Education .

the most populous states. Each 'constitutional grant, the Con
state and the District of Columbia stitution -itself became effective
is assured at least three electoral only with the consent of the
votes. Only then are the remain states. Surely it can not be con
ing 385 ..votes distributed to the tended that sovereign states, in
several states according to popu endorsing the Constitution, vol
untarily chose to forego their
lation.
Currently, the six states with identity for purpose of electing a
the most electoral votes are: chief executive. More likely,
California, 47; New York, 36; ·states wished to guarantee them
Te>eas, 29; Pennsylvan ia, 25; selves a say in the federal elec:
Illinois, 24; and Ohio, 23. Alaska, tion process so as to compel ac
Delaware, North Dakota, South countability to them by a level of
Dakota, Vermont and Wyoming, governm·ent which might not
have the minimum numbe~ of otherwise deem itself so obli
three. These si>e states comprise gated. This takes on added
18 electoral votes and 4,000,000 mea·ning in view of fears e>epres
people. Ohio, alone, has a popu sed prior to ratification as to pos
usurpation
of
state
lation of 11,000,000, but only 23 sible
electoral votes. This disparity sovereignty at the hands of na
serves to protect diverse in tional government.
Much in the manner that the
terests of smaller states.
Critics of the electoral college Connecticut Compromise - as
inevitably proclaim its unworthi suring each state an equal
ness by citing the possibility that number of Senat'ors regardless
a candidate can lose an election of its population - was neces
while receiving more popular sary to gather required support
votes than the winner. This odd for passage, so too, was the elec
ity is not an inherent defect in the toral college.· Failure of tt,e
system . Rather, our federal form founding, fathers to provide for
of government is designed to state participation in the general
check potential tyranny associ- . election would have virtually.
ated with bare majority rule at guaranteed rejecti~n of the Con
the national level. The Presiden stitution, since states with small
tial election is not truly national; er populations would not have
in fact, it is really fifty distinct and felt secure in ratifying a
simultaneous contests where a paramount document adverse to
candidate with the most popular their interests.
votes in a particular state cap
The electoral college remains
tures the state's entire sha-re of the principal vanguard of our fed
electoral votes. This winner-t~ke eral system . One need only
all aspect renders the margin of e>eamine the gn~at diversity that
victory in each state insignificant e>eists across various regions of
and contributes to a situation this country to realize we are not
·where ·a losing candidate can orily a nation of people but of in
have more popular votes, nation- terests. Without the electoral col
lege Presidential ' candidates
wide, than the winner.
Though the electoral college would . be . pre9ccupied with
today functions primarily as a urban voters, leaving little incen
means of maintaining our federal tive to appeal to voters in rural
system, it originated, and should areas. Since electoral votes rep
continue to e>eist, pr~cisely be resent people and states, candi
cause we have a federal form of dates cannot afford to ignore the
government. It must be remem less populous states.
bered that, while the national
government e>eists by virtue of

Law Education Program Prepares Youth

going to amount to much . We suspect that it will be business
as usual as far as the Greiner-Schlegel du_o is concerned with
respect to the selection of the -new Dean. Someone will be
found who is willing to fall into line and defend the "Buffalo
Model" to the death. As has become endemic to the Law
Sc,hool, any decision by the Administration is made with stu-:
dent interest being the . least of all considerations. Greiner's
quick agreement to SBA demands for representation consisting of two students on the Dean Search Committee is just

"This type of meeting de
monstrates the public-private
sector partnership which the fed
eral government has indicated is
essential to improving the qual
ity of education," he said.
Keynote presentations will be
made by U.S. Senator Daniel P.
Moynihan and Dr. Roy S. Lee,
another example of gestures of appeasement made to keep senior legal officer of th e United
Naiions. Moynihan will discuss
the·s·tudent body quiet and happy, just as the "Buffalo Model" the
import.ance of teaching inter
Forum conducted a year and half ago was. The selection of national law while Dr. Lee will
the neW Dean; we suspect, will be no different, a nd th e per- outline the international sc~pe of
petuation of a failed expe_riment will continue.
.
the rule of .law.
,. . . . . , .. Opfnloff ~

-.1.1...11N

The three-day conference fea
tures more than 40 workshops
focusing on . such diverse sub
jects as using law-related educa
tion as a tool to prevent juvenile
delinquency; driving while into>e
icated ; international law and the
Regents Action Plan; the indi
vidual vs. the state ; and a com 
parison between the rights of an
accused in the U.S. and South Af
rica.

Dr. Eric S. Mondschein, direc
tor of the State Bar's law. Youth
and Citizenship Program, said,
"This conference brings together
individuals from many disci
plines and professions with the
common goal of improving the
,quality of education. Law-related
education has been proven to be
an effective means of developing
the critical thinking ~nd analyti
cal ·skills of students."

Confere nee on Feminism
Women's role in society - as
measured by perceived moral
rights and the law - was dis
cussed in a give-and-take lecture
program on Friday, October 19,
at1he State University at Buffalo
called
"Feminist · Discourse,
Moral Values and the Law: In
Theory and Practice."
The program, free and open to
the public, took place in John
lord O'Brian Hall on the UB
North (Amherst) campus as the
Law School's annual James
McCormack Mitchell Lecture. But
unlike the traditional single lec
ture format of previous years, the
day•long program featured four
female e>eperts paired in two
"conversations," followed by an
opportunity for audience participation.
-~
The first "conversation," spot
lighted Mary Dunlop, a San Fran
cisco attorney and co-founder of

Equal Rights Advocates, a public
interest law firm, and Catherine
MacKinnon, a law professor at
the University of Minnesota and
author of "Se>eual Harrassment
of Working W~men." The mod
erator for this ·session was Isabel
Marcus, Ph.D., an associate pro
fessor in the UB Law School.
The . second "conversation, "
brought together Carol Gilligan,
an educational psychologist at
the Harvard Graduate School of
Education, author of "In a Differ
ent Voice" · and Ms. Magazine
1983 "Woman of the Year," and
Carrie Mankel-Meadow, ,UCLA
professor of law. The moderator
was Paul J. Spiegelman of the
Law School faculty.
A period of "Reflections," at
which time members of the audi
ence were permitted to ask ques
tions, followed. Ellen C. DuBois,
Ph.D., an associate professor of

UB

conti11ued 011 page 4'

·Jobs Conference Addresses

Meanderings:

E~onom.ic Revitalization
by Jeff H. Stern -

Reagan Redirects NLRB Policy
analysis "Buffalo would be conSlaughter l!lso pbinted out that side red 'healthy' if people take
The Reagan Administration's
under Reagan the National Labor jobs that pay little, because the
vast -cµtbacks in human services
Relations Board (NLRB) has be- profit levels of the corporations
programs, an_d the problems of
come increasingly pro-manage- would then rise." Perry criticized
cities, industry and labor were
ment, which has caused an "ero- the city of Buffalo and others in
the focuses of a Saturday, Oc
sion of the leg11 1rights" of union the state for. adopting that type
tober 13th conference on. jobs
workers. Slaughter said that dur- of
profit-oriented
approach
and economic revitalization at
ing the past four years the Board toward economic revitalization.
Mt. St. Joseph Academy in Buf
In order for meaningful re
has become reluctantto reinstate
falo. The conference, sponsored
workers fired for making safety vitalization to occur, "we must
by various labor unions and lib
complaints, or to force employ- critique the measure of profit as
eral public interest organiza
ers to bargain with the unions, a measure ·of health ... revitali
tions, consisted of talks and
as required by the Wagner Act. zation and reindustrialization
workshops given by prominent
This trend has led to "a privatiza- must touch the lives of people
legislators, labor heads, urban
tion of justice," Slaughter said.
and improve social well-being,
planners and other community
Slaughter sees solidarity as the not just increase the overall profit
Andy H. Viets has come down with a very severe case of writer's cramps
leaders.
only possible solution to labor's of the region," Perry em
and therefore his column does not appear in this edition of The Opinion.
day
On Friday, October 12,
As everyone knows, however, a picture is worth a thousand words.
recent inability to obtain relief phasized.
earlier, Jane Slaughter, editor of
So far, however, "American improved system of public edu- economy and wages will be at
from· its tradi_tional sources, i.e.,
the labor news letter Labor
the bargaining table and the values of self-interest and cation could play in reducing minimum .. . and if Reagan gets
Notes, introduced the confer
NLRB. Different -types of'solidar- · materialism have inhibited so poverty. Eve said that the over- re-elected they'll be below
ence to about 40 law students in
ity include coordinated bargain- cially benefical economic re crowding and general inadequ- minimum as he has suggested
O'Brian Hall's Faculty Lounge; ·
ing, power on the shop floor and vitalization," he concluded.
acy of New York City public high he will do," Ricci said .
with a talk on concession bar
the formation of a national labor
schools account for a 50% dropWorkshops
Centered
on
gai_ning and union-management
party.
out rate. This high dropout rate
Social Interests
relations.
Reagan Pauperized Women
In addition the labor party
"translates into disproportionate
After
Perry's
address
the
Paulette
Hammond, a former
must look to other quarters for
unemployment. for minorities"
Employee Concessions Benefit
assistance. "If we reach out to crowd dispersed il)to three work since "the school~f)opulation (in president of the National Organi
Corporate Executives
oJher unionists, communities, shops respectively entitled "The _the city) is 80% Black and His zation of Women (NOW) ampli
fied Ricci's criticism of the
Concession bargaining began the unemployed and our allies in Crisis· in Collective Bargaining," panic," Eve explained.
Reagan Administration. Accord
during the 1980-81 recession; the Black, Hispanic and women's "Legislative Response to Plant
ing · to Hammond, F,leagan's
Poverty Exascerbated and
when union members agreed to movements, we can begin to re Closings" and "The Face of Pov
policies of endles~ly increasing
liidden by Rea~an
incur wage freezes and cuts as a build our strength," Slaughter erty." Each workshop consisted
of a panel of community leaders
temporary measure to save jobs concluded.
Mike Ricci, a representative of military spending at the expense
who would first speak, and then the AFL-CIO Department of Labor of vital human services pro
and help employers earn fair
field questions and comments on Liasion followed Eve's talk with grams have led to a "pauperiza
profits. Labor leaders also ex
Profit Levels v.
the topic under discussion.
pected the prices of American
a harsh attack on "Reagan tion of women ." Reagan's
Quality of Life
products to become more 'c om
omics." Ricci said that un spending cuts "have reduced
Ameliorating Poverty
The conference on Sat~rday
petitive with imported products
employment is actually much jobs in teaching, health care and
witti"Education
work - areas
where
as a result of reduced costs to opened wtih an address by Dr.
higher than official government social
David Perry, Professor of En
employers.
The "Face of Poverty" work statistics reflect because only women work most," Hammond
But after the recession ended vironmental Design and Plan shop was opened by David those who are eligible for un said . She also criticized Reagan's
and ·the recovery began it be ning at U/B. $peaking to a Echols, Buffalo Commission employment benefits are consi  spending cut in education, hous
came apparent that "the employ gathering of about 75 members er 6f Human Resources. Echols dered unemployed. "Once a per ing assistance, food and health
the
community,
Perry said that the nation is losing its son exhausts his unemployment programs, and AFDC (Aid to
ers' drives for concessions was of
rooted not in solving their short criticized the approach toward committment to eliminate pov benefits ,he no longer is counted Families with Dependent Chil·
term problems, but in achieving economic revitalization currently erty, treating it instead· as a nor as
unemployed ... previously dren).
A lunch of pizza and fried
their long-term goal of emas employed by many cities. Thit mal , and inescapabl~ fact of life. you could collect 65 weeks of un
culating the unions," Slaughter approach, according to Perry, ig Noting that President °Lyndon B. employment benefits, but under chicken was served after the
said. Employers' demands for nores the needs of the disadvan Johnson initiated vigorous gov Reagan you can collect for only morning seminars. The break en
abled people to discuss the wide
concessions continue today, taged people living in the city and ernment action to alleviate pov 26 weeks," Ricci said.
Moreover, the unemployment range of issues that had been
even though major corporations focuses instead on increasing erty Echols said, "We have lost
are experiencing an economic re corporate profits in the area.
from the Johnson legacy our na statistics do not reflect the fact raised during the . morning's
"In
terms
of traditional tional committment to reducing that many high-payin·g manufac agenda.
covery. Moreover, said Slaugh
Following lunch, the confer
ter, the money saved by employ economic revitalization Buffalo is poverty ... we are close to al turing and high-tech jobs are
ers on account of workers' con corsidered unhealthy because lowing our national government being replaced by low-paying ence was concluded with work
service-oriented jobs in fast food shops conducted on "Capital
cessions went neither to save there's been a decline in the over to abandon the war on poverty. H
N.Y. State Assemblyman restaurants, hotels and domed Flight," "Alternative Investment
jobs nor to reduce prices, but all profit of the area, not because .
rather to the pockets of corporate the quality of life has gone Arthur Even spoke next. He stadiums. "Western New York in Strategies" and "National Indus
down," Perry said. Under that stressed the potential role that an due time will become a service trial Policy."
executives.

a

Impact of ~gulations Discussed at Law School
by C. Lindquist

/

On Saturday, October 13, 1984,
the Moot Courtroom was the set
ting for an E..tie County Bar As
sociation Seminar on Environ
mental Law Enforcement in
Western New York. Alice J . Kry
zan, Chairperson of the Environ
mental Law Committee, wel
comed the spectators and par
ticipants to the seminar, which
addressed the impact of environ
mental regulation from the posi
tion of business owners; the at
torneys assisting the owners in
complying with regulations, receiving permits, and preparing
for litigation; the state officials
who must enforce regulations;
and the citizens.
·
The Year That Nothing Happened
The law school donated more
than floor space. Professor of
Law Barry Boyer and Associate
Professor of Law Errol Meidinger
were participants in the seminar.
Boyer, in his opening remarks,
called this past · year "the year
that nothing happened" in terms
of environmental enforcement.
Legislative acts, the- Clean Air

Act, Clean Water Act, and the
Compensation and Liability Act
(SUPERFUND), to name just
three, were either tabled pending
election results or tied up' in Congress.
In addition, personnel has
been a problem in public admin
istration. "The Environmental
Protection Agency has been
checkmated every time by upper
level administration ... there are
roadblocks in the Whitehouse, "
said Boyer.
Citizen Suits

Meidinger delivered a presen
tatio"!, on "Citizen Suits - Law,
Policy and Impacts." How is so
, cial regulation working today,
now that we can include parties
once excluded from lawsuits?
The discussion inch1ded jurisdictional .and procedural .require
ments, private enforcement suits
and action forcing acts, and acts
through which one can bring a
citizen's suit (the Clean Water Act
· is the easiest).
'
Private Enforcement

Continuing with the "Private
Enforcement# angle, Robert A.

Glanville, Esq., discussed the his very high .. . the client may nqt
torical reasons for so few civil always get concerned ... talk to
lawsuits: expense, lack of incen you.r client about stakes.• . The
tive, and the expectation that an $10,000 per day penalty fine is a
appropriate government agency possibility, but don't forget the
will intervene. Glanville con attorney fee. She said to expect
ceded that many areas of the law extensive interrogatories be
must be further evolved. Since, cause· the discovery J)rocess is
as residents of Western New burdensome. She recommends
York, we are situated in one of trying to solve the dispute before
the areas of major motion, we at this stage,' such as looking to
least may be witnesses, and very jurisdiction for possible means of
possibly involved with, the dismissal.
evolution; a sort of backhanded
In rection to Lippes' remarks
fortune.
·
on standing and prior violations,
Richard tippes, Esq., dis Henrichs feels that there should
cussed the strength of the citi be a need to show adverse effect
zens cases and availability of · linking defendent directly to
summary judgment; the status "plaintiff. She queries, if citizens
of standing (it is unnecessary are allowed to bring suit in order
that the plaintiff show that the de to improve the environment,_
fendant company's pollution why allow a-suit to be brought if
was the very pollution which ef the problem has been alleviated?"
fected plaintiff's interests); and
On a ·final practical note, Hen
the treatment of pa's t violators richs urged practitioners to de
(the violator can be sued for past termine the whole situa,tion as
violatiods).
soon as possible. HA 'citizen suit'
is not just any lawsuit brought
Defending Companie•
by a citizen, H she says. ~It is a
Rllgna O. ' Henrichs, Esq., de quasi-enforcement action au
fen~s alleged violators of eA• thorized by ,i statutory provision
vironmental regulations. Her in one of the federal environmen
word of warning,
1take1 are tal laws.H

-Th•

Permit Application

. Duane
Stamp,
Associate
Counsel for Occidental Chemical •
Corporation, stressed the neces
sity for providing high quality
work and technical expertise in
order to assure an effective
presentation to the agency issu
ing the permit. Aside from mak
ing a good external show, techni
cal expertise will help in-house.
A working knowledge of indus
trial processes will help you
guard against "telling the com
pany .to go out and buy a
machine-gun to kill a fly.• He
said, "A proper permit is critical
to the success of a business en
terprise ... Counsels responsi
bility is primarily to understl!nd
regulatory framework so it ma\ be worked within.•
Overregulatlon7

Ernest Gedeon, a Manager
(Regulatory Compliance and
Training) for CECOS Interna
tional, Inc., stood behind the.
podium and quite earnestly re
marked that contrary to any be- ·
lief Professor Boyer held in re- _
continufii on pul(r 4
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sociation have join,e;d
'WOuldn 't lNlve ~issN:t lit for -a-ny
Development Off#Cie • , ~T-l:S(')l'
'fhi1'\Q." ''l 'Wauld 1'8Q{1i1<e 1'tif<>t.<1II
ing the 1985 ~ .
stu&i~t:s /fo-r ~ei't <;wn ,,gooo seling and Career ~iii
- bri!OO
t ~ ~ p-r.actica'.I ,&S•
Program . Its purpose ·
pred'S
~
~ion ." "'ft.I.is
to help students explore a ai
~r•
.l'ell'>T11!sseil1lts .'ii m~
ble career options, but to in beneficial O!'.)il~l'lltnity t~ inject
crease their awareness of the some •.-eat
d'
1 practice
realities of law p ractice by dis into la school study .•. ~ These
cussing those items w it h a per are typical e. mptes of the en
son who experiences them daily. thusiastic comments recei ed
One-to-One makes it possible from last years' studen t partici
fo r first, second and third-yea r pants.
students to spend half-a-day ob
Attorney enthusiasm tor the
serving an attorney during hi her One-to-One Program seems to
normal routine. The student may match that of the students. In the
choose the size of the firm or past, many attorneys have gone
agency, the practice speciality of out of their way to ensure that
the attorney, and the type of of the events to be observed by the
fice (government, public interest. visiting student are interesting
judicial , private firm, or corpor and valuable. It is not uncommon
for attorneys to go well beyond
ate legal department).
Last year, many students par the one-half-day time commit 
ticipated in One-to-One, and the ment requested .
To participate in One-to-One,
evaluations submitted by them

COO recommends the following
s-teps :
i . Review the Attorney Regis
ter 'Categories listed in the One
to-On ,announcement which will
be delivered to the student mail
boxes end select the area of prac
tiice, type of office and size of
fiim, loffice that you would like to

observe.
2. St op by CDO (Rm . 309). re
view the Attorney Profile cards,
and select the attorney with
whom you would like to meet.
Attorney Profile cards are filed by
first-ranked area of practice for
that attorney.

behalf, as well as a copy of the
Student Guidelines and Evalua
tion forms.

5. Call the attor'ney's office and
set up a mutually convenient
date for your visit.
This Program will be especially
useful for students who want
more information on alternatives
available after law school. It is an
excellent way to observe differ
ent types or sizes of firms and
agencies, with no limit on the
number of visits a person can
make. For that reason, the Career
Development Office hopes that
each student will'find time to see
at least two or three attorneys
during the year.

3. Submit Attorney Profile card
and Student Request Card (the
yellow form dropped off in your
mailbox) to . CDO. CDO will then rnnti1111,•d .from pa,:,• 2
prepare a letter of introduction . history at UB, joined the speakers
to the attorney. Allow 48 hours in responding to historical quesfor this to be done.
tions.
James McCormack Mitchell,
4 . Pick up your copy of the let
whose name the lecture series
ter of introduction sent on your

Audrey Koscielniak

Conference on Feminism
memorializes, graduated from
the UB Law School in 1897 and
at one time served as chairman
of the UB Council. The Mitchell
Lecture Fund was established in

1950.

S·BA Meeting Focuses on Dean Search Committee
by Lisa Roy

The first meeting of the Stu 
dent Bar Association (SBA) was
held on Wednesday, October 10,
1984. It was a relatively short
meeting , but in the future regular
meetings will be held on
Wednesdays between 5 :30 and
7:00 p.m.
Three major items were
brought to the attention of the
SBA Board . The first is that the
law school will be co-sponsoring
a Halloween Party on October 27
with the School of Management.

The school has approached
the SBA and is willing to do the
leg work necessary to organize
the party on th e Main Street cam pus. Second-year Director Lori
Cohen volunteered to head an ad
hoc party committee, but she
needs help. Any volunteers,
please leave her a note in mailbox 597 .
Second, SBA President Rich
Gottlieb noted that the law
school is required to have a stu
dent referendum on the activity
fee every four years. This is the
year it must be put to vote. Cur-

rently, the fee is $19.50 per
semester. One of the duties of the
Finance Committee, currently
being formed, will be to deter
mine whether we need to raise
the fee, and if so, by how much.
Finally, the Dean Search Com
mittee was a hot topic of discus
sion. Under Provost Willia~ R.
Greiner's current proposal, there
would be only one 'law student
with a vote on the committee
with an alternate serving ex of-.
ficio (without a vote) on the com
mittee. Third-y~ar Director Judy
Olin sponsored a motion to. im-

mediately form a committee to
force the administration to in
crease the number of students on
the Dean Search Committee. The
motion was unanimously ap
proved by the Board.
This new ad ho.c · committee
met following the meeting. Pres
sent at the meeting were
Gottlieb, Olin, SBA Vice-Presi
dent Tony Torres, Joe Rifkin,
Kathy Tenney, Beth Ginsberg
and Todd Bullard. The commit
tee drafted a petition protesting
the lack of adequate law student
representation on the Dean
Search committee. The petition

was circulated to the student
body.
Gottlieb, Torres and Olin were
supposed to meet with Provost
Greiner on Wednesd,ay, October
17, to submit the petitio_n and
urge him to adopt the proposals
to increase student members on
the committee and a How the SBA
to select the student. However,
at the time this went to press,
Greiner had cancelled . this en
gagement and referred these
people to his assistant, effec
tively closing off any hope of di
rect communication with Greiner
on this issue.

Impact of Regulations
(nmti1111ec/ from pag,• .I )

gards to thwarted attempts at en Environmental Enforcement, De
forcing regulation, regulation partment of Environmental Con
and enforcement does exist in servation . This statewide coun 
New York State. "This necessary terpart to the U.S. Environmental
service (the management of Protection Agency has been
hazardous waste) provided for working to include · strict, joint
industries, large and small, that and several liability within the
generate toxic and hazardous state statutes. Currently only the
waste has become one of the federal government can include
most severely regulated busines- all parties in the chain: owners,
ses of the times. " He concedes operators,. transporters, etc., in
that - "the current concern . .. is . determ·inent of "past or present"
well founded,• yet "the difficulty relation.
·
obvious in the entire (application
The availability of felony sanc
and permitting) procedure is tions is of major importance, too,
having someone make an ap and fines and imprisonment are
propriate decision in a timely and effective deterents. Tt,e DEC is
consistent manner."
now beginning to move into the
establishing of pen,lty amounts.

. . . Once They Get Their Mitts
On You
Henry Killeen, Ill, Esq., started
his ·presentation with a conces
sion: "Even though I defend in
du~try, corporate polluters are
worse criminals than rapists .. . "
He follows that statement with a
warning to be skeptical. Really
folks, do PCBs deserve all the bad
press they have been receiving?
"What can they do once they get
their mitts on you?" Plenty, so
be sure not to ignore the prob
lem, and if possible "c;tump the
liability on the insurance com
pany .. . tender the problem im
mediately to every carrier possi
ble . . . Be serious, skeptical, and
quick to act."

Greenthal stressed the importance of breaking the competitive
edge to non-complying rivals as
well as trying to recoup, through
these fines, administrative costs
to agencies for th.e time and
energy spent enforcing regula
tions.
"All the speakers are em
phasizing major prol;>lems . . .
there are ·lesser concerns which
remain important to · consider.
Every business is involved in En
vironmental Conservation Laws,·
said Peter Burke, the ,Actir,g Re
gional Director, Region 9, of DEC.
What Burke would like to point
out is ttiat in limited cases of
small offenses, there is room for
·compromise. Practicality has not
been dlsgarded.
Handout materials ·and other

The Stronger the Governments speakers' menages wer~ proHands the Better
· v1ded to the au,dlence. Copies are
available for revtew fro.m the En
These seem to be appropriate vlronmental Law Society· o(flce,
words coming from John Room 07, basement of. 0 1Brian
Greenthal, Director of Division of Hall.
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Last year1 agairi1
n1ore than 4 1 30.0
people
studying
for the Ne\NVork.
Bar Exa,-.1 took
BARIBRI.
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4 1 300 peoPle can't. be \Nrong.
.
Aoy questions,: please contact
the following: .
Cathy Pappas
Dan Figueroa
Jason Reid
· Karen Vance
Ed Peace
Rich Murphy
Matt Fusco
Jessica Bragirisky
Lee Smith
Nancy Barshter
Laurie Frank
Jane Blumenthal
Susan Kozinn
Gaile Towne
Sim Goldman

Vic D' Angelo
Mary Pat Enright
Rita Hubbard
Jill.Kawa
L.:orri Kolbert ,
Scott Stech man
Dan Elias
Andy Fleming
Seth Sahr
Roland Cercone
Jack Murray
Wendy Friedberg
Tom Pernice
Tom Roach ·
Jay Goldstein
Gina Peca

401 Seventh Avenue , Suite 62
· New York, N.Y. 10001 (212) 594-3696
·•

(516) _542·1030

(914) 684-0807
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Legislative Aide Speaks
C'Ontinued from paRe I

Q. Is there a difference between
lawyer and non-lawyer lobbyists?

For certain interests, it is better
to have lawyer lobbyists, such as
in legislation dealing· with crimi
nal codes. However, non-lawyer
lobbyists are better in mental
health and social legislation.
Legislators don't use law stu
dents so much because they
can't provide information as fast
as lobbyists. They must research
topics while lobby groups often
have the information already
compiled, such as telephone sur
veys or computer printouts.
However, that does not mean
legislators will limit themselves.
Instead, in accordance with the
Fresh Water Act, they will invite
as many people as are know
ledgeable about the bill in order
to have a broad base of facts and
information to decide upon.

success in your lobbying effort is
to go to that legislative member
. for assistance and cooperate
with him/ her to develop a joint
strategy.
So tegarding the question, a
Washington lobby firm will not
have a greater impact in Albany
unless it can do these things. Of
course, it is always easier to
block and prevent a bill rather
than cause it to become law. As
for Washington, there is even
more deadlock because of the
bigger process.

0 . Why is the legislative history
ofstatutessodifficulttoobtain?

on Lotitiying Tactics_;

Carey released it right after the I standing bills ang the necessary much · \rust and reliance takes
bill was signed . As tor Governor analytical skills, but nothing as place between lobbyists and
Mario Cuomo, he is just about to . far as a ·sit-down and writing _legislators.On the other hand, i!l
release this information on the course to draft legislation. Be- .tegrity is most important. Also
bills passed in his first year in cause bills are written in a pres- important ·is resources and the
office.
sure cooker environment, the ability to und~rstand the cirThis information helps the con - ability to compromise is neces- cumstances and apply them to
stituency know the agencies' sary. So to be an effective legis- fight the battle to (dis)prove the
standing on different bills.
lator, part of the qualification is merit of the 1:>ill .'
Toby Professor of Law Milton the a~ility to write and part is to
As for access, it often depends
Kaplan, who teaches a course on be able to deal with·the dynamic upon the number of people waitmunicipal law, noted the difficul- pressures.
ing and conversely, the patience
ties in getting memoranda of
of a lobbyist to wait. The ability
sponsors of bills. Tobe acknow- Q. Do a majority of th e legiSla- of a lobbyist to work effectively
ledged this problem and the fact tures u nderS t and th e bills or do depends. upon his/her willing
that for a fee, there are private juS t a corp of member.s? Are ness to work cooperatively.
companies who will obtain the votescastoutofbelief-inthegen' 1 provide it to the era /'t
I Y O fth e b'//
information and
' or as a resu It o f Q • F1'na//v
, , howdopeopleget1'nto
public. The success of these pri- give and take for other votes?
lobbying?

Sometimes it is set up so re
ports are made on the bill. Other vate companies are fostered by
On most votes, legislators do
than that, the sponsor of the bill the lack of easy access by the not know the bills in detail be
is required to submit a memoran public to this type of information. cause it is impossible with al
In the past, memoranda were most 3,000 votes each y"'ar. In
dum on his intent, which is often
in the form of propaganda . The . kept only for the present and stead, legislators take cogni
committee 's one-page report on prior year. However, all informa zance of the experts in particular
the bill is more impartial. Both tion presently will be kept on fields or . subconsciously rank
help to establish legislative in  computer for future access themselves with others accord
0 . In Albany, is a state lobby tent.
through a government-spon ing to politically idealogy.
group more effective than a
Rarely is 'questioning done on sored agency, probably ori a fee
Legislators do not necessarily
Washington, D.C. Jaw firm spec the legislative floor. Most is done basis similar to Lexis or Westlaw. trade off votes, but follow ,issue
ializing in lobbying ?
informally or through commit
0 . How can one learn legislative leaders and look to see how other
tee. Only if the bill is drafted
drafting and was there anything people are voting. For this
The trick to lobbying is to un poorly or if there is an ambiguity
of value which you took in law reason, there is great reluctance
derstand what is the pressure not previously clarified will ques
to have poll voting. On the other
school to help you learn?
point on your topic at the time tioning be done on the floor.
. hand, there is no absolute log roll
and the ability to put that pres
Once the bill is passed, it is sent
There are two ways ·to learn where votes are exchanged, but
sure on . The big name is not as to the governor for approval with
legislative drafting: from the there is a compromise. The more
important as is the plenary a bill jacket that includes all let
people on the staff and from the concern -over the issues, the
knowledge about the topic.
ters of support or clarifications
Legislative Bill Drafting Commis- more pressure by lobby groups
There is no right tactic; they from legislators or agencies to
sion. The later sometimes will and the more effect on your con
change minute by minute. You help the governor decide. For
draft the bill itself, but always stituency, the more you look into
· must have the resources and mer Governor Nelson Rockefeller
gives any bill which is drafted a the bill.
analytic ability, and know how to did not release any of this infor:
quick scrutiny for mistakes.
.
apply it. Every bill almost always mation until after he left office,
Law school in general pro- 0 . Do all lobbyists have access
has an inside advocate, so the while former Governor Hugh
vided the framework for under- _to legislators? What is the criteria
to determine a good or bad
lobbyist?

Cable Is Fix For T. V. Junkie
by Pudge Meyer

Today, OctobEtr 13, is a great
day. No, I didn't get a job offer,
or finish the assignment for N.Y.
ett" Practice. It's better than that I
got CABLE TV.
It probably won't be easy at
first. I have some big decisions
to make right away. For instance,
tomorrow night at eleven I have
to choose between Jerry Falwell
on WTBS and Kung Fu Theater
on USA. How can people do it?
And it's a good thing I don't have
any plans for Tuesday, because
I'm gonna be busy all night.
Wrestling is on at 8 :00 P.M ., mid
night, and 2:00 A.M. - and
SuperBouts of the Seventies is
on at 12 :30 A.M. By the time
that's over, I'll be primed to
watch the Movie Channel's offer
ing of ALI SABA'S REVENGE .
What a flick!
Cable T.V. is a lot like eating at
Duff's : you just don't let up until
you· think you get your money' s
worth, but all you get is ill. I could
watch the regular news, but now
I watch it on WKBW, out of Bos-

ton . They say it might rain tomor
row. I also watch Barney Miller
on WPIX instead of Buffalo's
Channel2,eventhoughthelatter
is on at a more convenient time.
All together, I get thirty-one
television stations, ranging from
ABC to ZBC, New Zealand. Even
though they show mostly Amer
ican shows, it's fun watching
what New Zealanders watch.
There's an arts channel, three
public television stations, two
Spanish channels, and four
French channels - I can speak
Spanish but I can't speak French.
There ~re also two religious
channels, but they're only on for
half the day. They show music
videos on the other half. In fact
on Friday night.s, I ·can watch
music videos on six different
channels. Funny, I usually don't
watch TV on Friday nights - at
least, I didn 't used to.
There's lots of sports for sure.
In fact besides wrestling this
week, there's a lot of surfing,
moto-cross, angling and even
arm-wrestling . Yes, it is time I

truly broaden my horizons.
You've got to keep an open mind
about such news events. Don't
forget, this country too was born
of revolution.
·
At its conception, cable TV was
supposed to bring to the viewers,
for ~ fee, programs that the net
works thought were too expen
sive, or too limited to a certain
audience. Thus we initially found .
Marty Feldman movies and
opening rounds of Davis Cup
play. Then, gradually, the cable
stations began showing pro
grams that the networks threw
out, such as re-runs of Dragnet
and Gidget movies. And, finally,
they give us channels from other
parts of the world which, alas,
show the same programs that we
can · see right here · in Buffalo.
Maybe my grandfather is right
when he says "Stupid Amer
icans."
Stupid or not, I enjoy some of
the programs. And for my
money, the guy who does the
weather on WOR PrimeTime
News at 8 P.M. makes it all worth 
while.

Zevon .Answers Critic With His Music

y

"Ain't That Pretty at All" (from
his latest l.p., "The Envoy" ).

dues" on the colle ge campus cir
cuit? Maybe so.
Zevon didn't answer these
On October 3rd, California
rocker (and sometimes wereSuffice it "t o say that Zevon was questions. Instead, he barked out
wolf) Warren Zevon played the good : He growled througli each a few Zevonian quips, (e.g., "So,
Buff State Social Hall in what was number in his patented hard-guy do you want to play. rough?"),
billed as "a rare solo perfor- voice (a striking contrast to his worked hard, and seemed
mance." And interesting it was, baby-face and spectacles), much genuinely pleased when the au
as Zevon stepped from electric to the audience's delight. The dience responded. Somehow,
guitar to acoustic and electric real q_
u estion was : What was he his attitude and the informal set
piano to perfor.m songs from his doing in Buffalo to begin with? ting of the concert left the im
five Asylum albums. Although The Buffalo News, in anticipation pression that Zevon just wanted to
the absence of his tremendous of the concert, noted that Zevon play live .....:: to hear real applau,e. ·
"Stand in the Fire" back-up band is currently without a band or re- And when the . last strains of
~ was conspicuous, Zevon's rendi- cording contract. Was he follow #Werewolves of London" sub
tions made up in enthusiasm. ing a downward slide due to his sided, he said #God blese you"
what they lacked in slickness - --legendary problem with Mr. and left the stage. In spite of all
particularly, " Jeanie Needs a Vodka? The'press says he's over his songs about weapons and
Shooter" (co-written by Bruce that. (Indeed, he looked well murder, Zevon just didn't seem
·
Springeteen) and· ~he manic enough.) Was he "paying his so tough after all.
by John Kolaga

,.
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Dishonesty makes lobbyists
"bad." It ruins their reputation.
They do not last long because too

There is a variety of ways, but
two paths are dominant. One
way is to start with.a good gov-·
ernment issue, beginning at the
local level, and push it on up..
Upon this basis, the government
may hire you so you are no
longer a thorn in their side but
are an asset to them.
Another way is to start out with
a private firm which is successful
with its clients and becomes a
lobbyist for certain concerns.
Tobe offers two caveats,
though. Yur credibility will suffer
if you start out on the side of one
concern and are hired by an in
terest with a view opposing the
one you have previously taken.
Second, there is Conflict of In
terest Rules which prohibit an Al
bany legislator from lobbying for
a period of two years after leav
ing the government for private
practice. However, loopholes do
exist for legislative aides and as
sistants.
For those who missed the
presentation and would like to
hear it, it is on audio tape avail
able in the A-V Department, 5th
floor of the Law, Library.

New Mail Boxes Will
Solve "Doublin Problem

Photo by Victof R. Sic/ari

New Facility for Library
n mtit111edfro111 page I

"a facility whose time has
come. " She spoke of the need for
a facility that would enable stu
dents to improve their lawering
skills by using the library's vid
eotap~ machines.
The Koren Center will be par
ticularly helpful to first year stu
dents, as Professor Olsen noted,
in the oral argument portion of
their research and writing
courses. Olsen believes that
the impact of the Koren Center
will greatly enhance the school's
clinical programs. The facility
can also be used by students to
refine interviewing skills.
Among those making brief
presentations were Dr. Steven
Sample, President of U.B.,· and
Dr. Robert Baker, a <close per-

sonal friend of Mr. Koren. A plac
que was unveiled at the end of
the ceremony to commemorate
the opening of the Koren Center.
Funding for the facility was
provided by Dr. Baker and vari
ous university sources who were
not disclosed.
Mr. Koren is a native of Brook
lyn, but attended high school,in
Buffalo. He received both his un
dergraduate and law degrees
from U.B. The center named in
his honor provides a unique and
vah,1able facility for students and
faculty of the law school.
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Some-things are better the second ti.me around - taking the
bar exam isn't ·one of them.
Take a good look at the Josephson BRC Course ·arid we think
,you will agree that' there is no better assurance that you will have
to take the bar exam only once.
No other course offers the kind of com·plete integrated study
system which simultaneously builds substantive knowledge-and
confidence. .With the finest law summaries and lecturers and the
most comprehensive -testing and feedback system in the state,
you can't go wrong with BRC.
ASK OUR REPS

ASK OUR REPS :

Scott Karpen - Coordinator
Glenn Rodney
KenAlweis
Lorraine Blackwood
Elena Cacavas

Leah Edelstejn
Shaun Jackson
.Bruce Kaplan
Cindy Lenkiewicz
Joseph Callery
Jeff Gibb
Timothy McEvoy
Den_nisNg

BRc ·•
WITH YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

Scott Sciumeca
Lisa Marchisotto
Anthony Torres
Alan Ross
Scott Segal
Lauren Serper
Stuart Adler
Peter Alessandria
Howard Berman
Robert Galbraith
Carol Litke
Mark Metz
Marcy Scher

SUCCESSOR TO THE MARINO BAR REVIEW COURSE
. .Eastern Regionaf 'O ffice: 10 Eastp21st Street, Suite 1206, New York, NY 10010, 212-505-2060

TO LEARN THE LAW

. ,··· Sum & .· Substance
~
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•

Comprehensive legal study aids featuring:

Detachable capsule outlines
Cross referencing to each m_ajor casebook .
Sample exams with explanatory answers
Complete·table of cases
Easy .referen~e index

Essential Principles Series
'

• Concise outline format
• Detachable capsule outline
• Review problems and sample exams
• Most titles have innovative "JIGs" flow charts
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·-Sum ·& Substance Audio Tapes
• The nation's most outstanding lecturers in the law·
• 23 subjects available
• MobUlty and study convenience.for commuters
• A refreshing change from the constant reading ·o f legal s,!udies

.AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL LAW BOOKSTORE!
or contact

Josephson center for Creative Educational Services (CE$), 10101 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232 (213)558-3100
CES/BRC Eastern Regional Office: 10.Eas~ 21st Street , Suite 1206, New York, NY 10010, (212) 505-2060
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The Sa2a Continu~S: Pudge's Summer Internship
with ·C arson Collnty's District Attorney's Office ·.
N My boy, one hand washes the
He got them back nicely _b ut he
dared if this was Leibowitz' main
. hangout. We ordered from the other. Sure I retired. But it'll take knew he was being tested, and
XI.
blactd>oard, and he asked me them four weeks to find a re, he knew I had control of my
how
I was coming along on the · placement. So, meanwhile, I'll shots. After ten minutes I had a
Crenshaw got his conviction
the next morning. While every work he had given me.
work. Si11ce I retired, I get per feel for how I should play him.
"Well,
I'll
tell
you,
Leibowitz.
diem rates, which amounts to I'd slide his short shots down the
one in the office was congratulat
middle and come up. By hitting
ing him, his secretary asked There isn't too much there by more than my salary."
down
the middle, I'd take away
way
of
research
to
support
your
"Oh I get it. You're doing the
about sentencing. I had heard
stories of preferential treatment, position." He ordered another same work, in less hours, be his cross-court drives. Just as we
cause you come and go as you spun for serve, his beeper went
and prejudices that for a basic beer.
"Didn't you find anything?"
please, and you're costing the off. He cursed, yanked the batpart of the sentence .-'ecommen
tery, and threw it over the fence .
"Sort
of."
I
grinned.
They
county more."
datiori. But I had felt that Cren
"Now you've got the hang of This guy meant business.
shaw was above all that. Not so. didn't come to call me super
Two double-faults and a missNot even he was immune from sleuth for nothing. "I have a case it." He walked out. One hand
considering factors that in ·reality that found probable cause under washes the other ... not bad for hit handed me the first game. I
adjusted my protective cup; and
had lit'tle to do with the typical these facts: A television was re- a stenographer.
as I tossed my first serve, I really
analysis that goes into a recom ported stolen from a house on
XIV.
on
didn't expect things to continue
Bannick
Street.
The
police,
mendation.
My nemesis walked in at 4 : 15. so easy. But I knew from where
"I'll go easy on him . I mean, I their way over there, saw a
don't particularly care for the drunk. The drunk asked them if "Why don't' you finish up so we he was ' standing that he wasn't
going to return the first serve.
,guy; but he is, after all, my they wanted to buy a television can get on the court early?"
"No
problem,"
I
said,
remain

that
he
'had
to
sell
in
a
hurry.'
He didn't. And didn't: And
brother."
Stressing the proximity of time ing cool. "I alreac;fy called Luther when he did, it was weak. What
XII.
and place, the judge held that and told him to keep Court One · do you know - he had never
Leibowitz came into my office. probable cause to arrest existed." open for 4 :45."
seen a lefty serve. I spun it into
"Steve - how about lunch?" I
"What·do you mean? I thought his body; I swung him wide off
"Hmmm .. . proximity of time
jumped at it. I was anxious to get and place .. . I think I like that we were playing at the Club." I the court. He couldn't do a thing
in on some good lunch-table gos- phrase. Do you have anythi.ng could have handled this in one with it. Feeling pressured to hold
sip.
of two ways - I chose the sec
else?"
"Where are we going - Rick's?
"Yeah - how's 'You can't see ond way.
Polino's?"
" Okay- the Club it is."
the forest for the trees'."
The 31st annual "Institute on
"I thought I'd take you over to
****
Goram's." I had heard about it,
Taxation" will be conducted on
to
the
court.
We
walked
on
XIII.
but nothing big. All they say
December 6 and 7 at the Buffalo
Crenshaw checked the net. I was
about Goram's is that the ·f ood is
The afternoon wore on, and all
Convention Center.
wearing a half-shirt that said
good. When we walked in, 1 was I could think about was CREN
The luncheon speaker on Fri
"Ohio State" and a pair of shorts
disappointed. It was crowded .. SHAW. I ~idn't see that Mr. Ores
day, December 7, will be State
sporting the Kennedy Griffins
and stifling, but I didn't notice ser, our dearly departed steno
Assembly Majority Leader Daniel
logo. He was fitted as if Cellini
too many other lawyer-types. grapher, had come into my office
B. Walsh, who also is chairman
himself had done the alterations.
Four old-fashioned fans hung to_get a staple~. "Oh - hi Mr.
of the State Legislature's Tax
.He pointed at iny feet. "You
motionless from the ceiling. No Dresser. What brings you here so
. Study Commissio~.
gonna play in those?"
soon after retirement?"
menus.
The popular- program for in
"Only
pair
I
got."
I
really
did
"I need the work." The last
come tax preparers, account
have
another
pair,
but
of
the
On the way in, Leibowitz said time I was that confused, I was
ants, attorneys and others in
hello to a few people. They watching Bill Cullen host the same style - Nik_e track shoes.
volved in tax matters is spon
looked like they were on the way . game show, CONCENTRATION .
We started hitting. Three to his
sored by the Buffalo Area Chap
out. As we were seated, I won!'So why did you retire?"
backh,and, three to his forehand.
ter of the State Society of Cer-

by Pudt1• ·M epr

his own serve, he double-faulted
a few more times-, ·and resorted
to just tapping .in ~is second
serve. I 'f'aS all over it. He got
frustrated; he didn't get the
chance to
hit too many
groundstrokes because I was on
the attack. It was a server's
match. When I was fourteen, a
local pro asked me which shot I
thought was most important.
"Approach shot?" was my naive
suggestion. Nope. The Serve.
It wasn't long before we were .
at the water fountain. I didn't
know what to say. He looked
down in the dumps. "I tell you,
Steve - it would've been a lot
different if , I returned some
serves."
" Yeah," I said, "and if Ralph
Powell would have. went faster,
he would've won the Carson
County Midget Stock Car Rally."
Crenshaw laughed. "He took
second, huh~"
"No-forty-eighth."
To be continued . . .

Institute on Taxation

r

tified Public Accountants, the
.Erie County Bar Association and
two organizations within the
School of Management at 1he
State University at Buffalo. These
are the Management Develop
ment council and the schooJ's
Alumni Association.
Formerly known as the "Insti
tute o.n Federal Taxation," the
·name was changed to better re
flect its expanding nature.
A brochure outlining topics
and other speakers will be issued
in November, the sponsors
noted.

The MPRE Exam date is.November 16, 1984.
BAR/BRI will be offering its review course
on two differen_
t dates:
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 12 - 6 PM, Room 109
WEDNESDAY,-NOVEMBER 14, 5 - 11 PM, Room 109

The cost-is $·7s which ·will be fully credited
tow_
ard your total BAR/BRI cour~e price.
-Sign_up must be completed ~Y Monday, Novefflber 5th.
New MPRE books will be availab~e after Nove.m ~er s, 1984.
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